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Story-telling, Women’s Authority and
the ‘Old Wife’s Tale’: ‘The Story of
the Bottle of Medicine’
by Lynn Abrams
INTRODUCTION
In 1982 Mary Manson, then eighty-five years of age, recorded two oral-
history interviews covering her family’s heritage and her own memories of
life on Yell, an island in Shetland, the northernmost island group of the
British Isles. Her interviews were remarkable in many ways, principally
because of the content of the stories she told and the performance of her
story-telling. One of the stories in particular – ‘the story of the bottle of
medicine’ – rewards detailed analysis on a number of levels, allowing the
historian to interrogate the nature, construction and uses of story-telling,
memory and narrative. This becomes a means to bridge the gap between
generalized representations and personal interpretations of the past. The
story also offers an opportunity to consider meaning, that is the significance
assignedby thenarrator to a story and the implication of that story for broader
understandings of culture. The recording and the transcribed text permit the
historian a more intimate ‘knowledge’ of both the past (the Shetland of
the second half of the nineteenth century) and the refracted gaze that the
narrator casts from the present upon the period in which her story is located.
A story which to modern ears sounds rather archaic helps the investigator
to appreciate understandings of change and, in this particular case, does so
from a distinctive female perspective. In what follows I conduct a detailed
analysis of Mary Manson’s story based on my arm’s-length relationship
with it. I was not present at the interview, I never met the narrator nor the
interviewer, and thus I have relied on the recording and the transcription
supplemented by other archival sources and personal testimony.
* * *
‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ is about a journey taken by Mary
Manson’s mother and a female cousin when, as teenagers, they travelled
across two islands in search of a wise woman to obtain a cure for a sick
relative. The journey is told as a perilous sojourn into the unknown, guided
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by hospitable strangers who provide food, directions and ferry crossings.
When they finally reach the wise woman’s house, they enter deep into what
appears to be a gothic fairy-tale as they are locked up in a dark box-bed
whilst a potion is concocted in a pan hung over a fire. The girls seem to
become heroines in a world of magical powers, communal values and female
agency, conjured up by rich imagery and the use of skilful story-telling
technique. ‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ is an entertaining tale that
Mary has learned from her mother. It is told with the skill of a practised
narrator, a fact notable in a place where the male story-teller has tradition-
ally been pre-eminent. But it is also a story told by Mary to visiting histor-
ians and academics to reveal the interaction between the modern and bygone
worlds. At the core of that she is unveiling how a female-dominated society
has changed from a woman’s point of view. Crafted with narrative sym-
metry, it is a perfect fairy-tale, recited with the expert’s grasp of story-telling
devices which reveal hidden meanings about gender, place and time. And it
is a cultural document, which offers the historian a conduit to a past that
respects indigenous woman-centred interpretations of how that past was
experienced and understood. In short, ‘the story of the bottle of medicine’
is more than a skilful telling of a local tale; it is a memory practice that
provides a path to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of a culture.
THE STORY OF THE BOTTLE OF MEDICINE
The story was told during the second of two interviews conducted in Mary
Manson’s home in West Sandwick on Yell in January and August 1982. The
interviewer was Robert Johnson, a local historian, genealogist and expert on
Shetland folklore.1 Also present were Professor Derek Flinn, a geologist and
author from the University of Liverpool, his wife Glenys, Mary Manson’s
husband Robert Manson, and James Ninian and Betsy Manson, Mary’s
brother and sister.2 The interview was recorded on a reel-to-reel tape
recorder and transcribed by a native Shetlander maintaining Mary’s
speech intonation, rhythm and dialect. It is reproduced below in the original
transcription though some additions have been made (in italic) to aid
comprehension.3
Robert Johnson – Now what was that story aboot dee midder [mother]?
Mary Manson – Weel, I canna mind when it would have been, but
onywye [anyway] I should think the difference noo, although we are
never thankful enough, two nurses and two doctors here in Yell, and
you just need tae feel a pain or anything, lift the phone and call the
doctor and he’s here afore you get the phone laid doon, at the door tae
see what’s wrong wi’ you, and then tae think aboot the old folk, what a
life they had if anything was the matter with them, aha. But that was my
midder when she was a young lass, she couldna have been very old she
only had tae be in her teens maybe fourteen or fifteen, but this cousin of
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theirs took ill and they had, they got this till her and the next till her and
they had a thing, I mind . . . ran their hearts does do mind?
RJ – Casted da heart.
MM – Yis, yis, casted the heart, and all this. I don’t know what it was but
it was some sieve set on their head and boiling lead poured in till it, and if
it set in if it formed, if it cam a form o’ a heart then they had tae wear this
aroond their neck and drink the liquid at cam aff o’ dis [that came out of
this] for sae many days after that, weel, till the liquid was finished. So she
never got ony better and she gied fae bad tae warse until eventually she
was just lying in the bed. So they decided, my midder and this cousin o’
hers they heard aboot this wisn hit [wasn’t it] a Katrin Winwick that
stayed in Uyeasound somewye. Weel anyway she stayed in Unst, and
they decided that they would go out and try and locate this wife, because
everybody said that she never gave them any sort of medicine but what
didna cure them. So wan morning early they got up and they took their
way for Unst, they didna know where Unst was or nothing because they
were likely never been beyond Mid Yell. But anyway, they said that it
widna matter, they would head for the Northered and they would always
meet somebody at would direct them the wye. So they travelled ower the
hill, I dunna think there was ony roads then, travelled ower the hill and
eventually came tae Cullivoe. So they were some folk, they were two men
and a wife working out, I dunna ken what it would have been but it likely
would have been some kinda spring wark because it would’ve been when
the nights were kinda light. And so they teld them what they were come
aboot and windered if they would be able tae get them ower the sound,
tae Unst. Oh, yis, yis, they said there would be nae question about getting
them ower the sound, they would soon get them ower the sound, but first
of all they would have tae come in and get something tae eat. So that was
likely lik the North Yell folk still, dey nevir believed in onybody gyan
aroon hungry, they aye liked tae be kind. But I dunna ken wha [who] a the
folk was, but Mammy had a their names when she was telling it. So they
guid [went] in and they got some kind o’ meat, tae [tea] or something in
there. Then they got doon tae the banks wi’ this two men and they rowed
them ower Bluemull Sound. And I think it was Snaravoe was the place
that they came tae, because they had a faint recollection at that Snaravoe
Williamsons was related tae them.
RJ – Weel, it widda been do sees da Williamsons fae . . . [it would have
been you see the Williamsons from . . .]
MM – And so they cam, I think they guid [went] up tae the hoose wi’
them and teld them what this two lasses were come aboot. So one of this,
idder [either] the man or the wife o’ dis place cam wi’ them, they never left
them, they said they might loss their way in Unst. And they cam wi’ dem
and they never left them until they pointed oot this hoose whar this old
wife was staying. So they got [met her] ootside, she was working at some-
thing ootside for they teld her what they were come aboot, tell her what
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Fig. 2. Mary Manson (front row, right) with friends including future husband Robert Manson
(back row, middle), Westsandwick, Yell, c.1916.
Fig. 3. Mary Manson with husband Robert (Bob), 1945.
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was wrang wi’ this lass at was so ill. Yea, yea, she says come you in she
says, for I think at I’ll be able tae gie her something at’ll be able tae get
her on her feet again. So they got in here tae this ald wife’s hoose and the
first that she did was tae come wi’ a basin of water tae them tae wash their
feet in for I think their feet was that sore, travelling, my goodness, they
were been travelling fae here the whole day and then they were been
travelling through Unst, and she got them something tae eat. And I’ll
tell you what she got them tae eat was a burstin broonie, a piece of
burstin broonie [a bannock or flat bread], I don’t know if it was tea or
what it was but onywye it was a piece of burstin broonie, so they got
eaten this. So she [says] noo she says, I’ll have tae leave you and geng furt
[go forth] and I’ll maybe be a braw start awa [away for a while], but
onywye she says you’ll geng tae bed and lay you doon, I’ll pit you tae
bed afore I go. And the bed at she had was a boxed bed, it was a boxed
bed ootbye at the partition, and this door drew close, a wooden door at
drew close in the bed. I mind Mammy saying it was a fine bed at she had,
she had a tatted rug and a feather bed and of course, then a days it was
likely supposed tae be a wonderful bed. Onywye they got aff o dem and
they got intae this bed and she drew the door across the front. So you can
keen [understand] what they were likely tinkin [thinking], locked in a dis
black black black prison, didna know what was going to happen after
that. So anyway, she left them in yunder and she guid out, and she was a
braw while away, and at last they heard her comin in, but it had tae be
kinda light, at had tae be the spring do sees at she could see, anywye,
daylight coming up or something, but they heard her coming in and they
heard her starting to get the fire up, it was a fire in the middle of the floor
and they heard her gettin doon the peats and gettin this fire going, and a
pouring a water and a rattling of pans and tins and all this, and then after
a while they fan [found] the smell o’ lik dis roots, lik a strong smell of
roots boiling. So Mammy said they could lie no longer for they were
never fallen asleep, she got up and she tried, there was a chink in the
door, and she got up and she tried tae peep and see what was going on
and she said that the old wife was sitting ower the heartstane wi’ all this
pots and pans and a great pot hanging in the crook, boiling with this
mixture. So eh, onyway she said she raise up, Mam would swear at she
never made ony noise at all tae peep oot this chink and of course this old
wife was sittin wi’ her back til her and she never kent til she let oot a
shout, she says lie doon an faa asleep this minute, she says, I keen ower
weel at you’re watching me, you’re going tae deystroy the medicine
[laughs]. So Mammy said that she got doon faster than she’d got up,
and then of course after a while then she cam an drew the doors, so
she says you have a lang journey afore you she says, you’ll maybe have
tae rise she says, and get you ready tae geng. So they got oot o’ dis bed
Mammy said and they likely got something tae eat afore they go, they
were likely anidder piece of burstin broonie, I don’t know [laughs].
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And they took their way for home, but they didna see no medicine
aroond, so when they were just ready tae leave the house then she
opened the front o’ her frock and she pulled oot this bottle o’ medicine
and she says, noo, she says, I’m going tae warn dee, dis is Mammy, she
says that do’s not tae allow that bottle she says tae touch the ground, she
says do’s tae keep that bottle and she pat him inside Mammy’s breast, I
dunna ken if she had a shawl tied aboot her or what it was, but anyway
she pat the bottle inside of her breast, and she says, now that bottle is to
remain in there she says till do comes tae the lass at’s ill. So Mammy says
they a time, they were faired tae set them doon on the hill and rest them,
for she says if that bottle touches the ground you might as well never have
come. But anyway they got doon yunder and yun folk rowed them across
the sound again tae Cullivoe and then they started aff. I just dunna ken a
da oots and ins aboot what they had but anyway, they eventually reached
here at Westsandwick wi dis bottle o’ medicine still carrying inside o’
Mammy’s breast. And she says when do [you] gives this tae the lass do
must pit it inside the breast o’ her frock or whatever she is wearing and
she says she’s not even tae set that bottle on the table, she must keep it in
there she says until it’s finished. But I don’t know if it was spoonfulls or
was it moothfulls at was to be taken, but the funny thing was at she wisna
hardly tane two of this doses oot o’ dis bottle for she felt better and by the
time that the bottle was finished, she was up and on her feet and going
aroond carrying on the same as ever, and she never lookit back, she never
lookit back fae that day. No.
RJ – Dan she married and had a big family.
MM – She married and had nine of a family, and lived to an old age, so
that’s the story o’ da bottle o medicine, but look noo a days.
I first encountered Mary Manson’s narrative as an oral-history transcript
in Shetland Archives. I was conducting research for a history of women in
Shetland based in part upon my own oral history interviews and in part
upon the extensive archive collection of oral history transcripts. Mary’s
narrative stood out from the other female oral testimonies firstly because
of her capacity to switch from conventional interview mode to a story-telling
mode, and secondly because this story was striking in its content and form.
At first, the tale of two girls on an epic trek to seek a cure from a wise
woman appeared to reinforce the picture of women’s lives in Shetland that I
had constructed from more conventional archival sources. A story of female
endeavour and women’s knowledge imparted by a female story-teller ap-
peared to be a perfect fit with what we know of the Shetland economy,
society and culture in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well
as with popular discourse on the role of women in Shetland society in that
period.4 Shetland is a place with a harsh geography, an inclement climate
and limited economic opportunities. In the nineteenth century most of the
population made a living from a combination of crofting and fishing, with
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an emphasis on the latter. It was also characterized by a striking sex imbal-
ance caused by high levels of male migration, absence at sea and a high
death rate. Women significantly outnumbered men, the disparity reaching
its peak in 1861, when for every 100 men there were 143 women, and in the
age cohort twenty to twenty-nine, 230 women for 100 of their male coun-
terparts. Women were vital to the local economy, and were referred to as
‘the best men in Shetland’. They were also at the sharp end of economic
hardship and social transformation.5 In much popular literature, as well as
personal reminiscence, the Shetland woman symbolized the islands. ‘The
story of the bottle of medicine’ slots neatly into this framework with
its cast of female characters, the girls on a heroic journey and a know-
ledgeable or wise woman, but it also works on another level: it offers
a framework for interpreting historical and contemporary understandings
of culture, privileging a female-centric world view rooted in everyday
experience.
* * *
My point of departure for this analysis of one woman’s narrative is the
fertile meeting place between oral history and oral tradition.6 All oral nar-
ratives may be analysed as data about the past and used as evidence about
its social construction. Traditionally oral historians tended to emphasize the
evidential value of such material, while those working in the disciplines of
folklore, ethnology and cultural anthropology were more interested in pro-
cess and form alongside content.7 In the Scottish context, moreover, the
collection and preservation of folktales and story-telling narratives has
largely been conducted as a means of recording a cultural heritage regarded
as constitutive of Scottish identity.8 But since the 1980s the gap between the
two approaches has narrowed. Historians took the ‘narrative turn’, recog-
nizing that the story in both oral and written forms is an essential means of
understanding who we are and where we are positioned within culture.9
Stories, whether they be oral histories or other storied forms such as folk-
tales, are what narrative theorists describe as ‘essential meaning-making
structures’; they work as means of interpreting the material world and me-
diate between the big processes of social, economic and environmental
change and personal experience.10 In short a story, more often than not,
is a way of imparting a message, and that message is conveyed by the skilful
deployment of particular narrative devices or story-telling strategies.11 To
use the anthropologist Julie Cruikshank’s words, stories are ‘things to think
with’; they offer a framework for understanding the world and for imparting
meaning; in other words they have a social life, both in the moment of the
telling and subsequently.12
Anthropological approaches to story-telling have tended to focus on the
narrative practices of indigenous peoples in contexts where interpretations
of the past are in flux or threatened by colonial encounters, modernization
and external shocks. Oral tradition is seen as a means by which peoples
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Fig. 4. Mary Manson with Popski the dog at her home at Westsandwick, Yell.
assign their own meanings to events, as a way of maintaining or constructing
identity and in order to assert some control in rapidly changing environ-
ments. Such stories are likely to be locally grounded, embedded in the
specificities of place, so that their meaning is clearly understood by the
listeners and may be used as a cultural resource at moments of stress.13
Because stories are there to make sense of things they must be recognizable
and understandable to the listener to provide guidance on how to act or how
to interpret events. Just as in pre-modern times and in some indigenous
cultures today stories are essential tools for life, imparting advice and know-
ledge, conveying customs and traditions, maintaining family and community
identity and providing models of behaviour, in more modern cultures stories
likewise have a purpose beyond entertainment or the maintenance of
local heritage even though the contexts and forms of the telling may have
changed in order that they are heard and understood by new generations of
listeners.
In 1982, the year when the interviews with Mary Manson were con-
ducted, Shetland was in the midst of economic and social transformation.
In the early 1970s this most northerly archipelago of the British Isles was
transformed by the discovery of oil in the North Sea and the establishment
of an oil terminal at Sullom Voe on the Shetland mainland which brought
massive economic, demographic and material changes in its wake. Shetland
was, until then, a community dependent upon the fishing industry supple-
mented with crofting and small-scale, mostly home-based, production of
hosiery. It was characterized by its Norse heritage – Shetland was ruled
by Norway until the fifteenth century when it became part of the Scottish
kingdom – and had always welcomed traders drawn by the islands’ position
at the nexus of north European trading routes. So Shetland was relatively
isolated geographically but culturally it was more cosmopolitan than many
parts of Scotland. German merchants, Dutch traders, Scots landowners and
east-coast herring lassies all passed through Shetland during the course of
four centuries. But it was oil that was to make the most marked impact.
Almost overnight Shetland had a new workforce of ‘foreigners’ – chiefly
from mainland Scotland and England – a new economy fuelled by black
gold, and a modern infrastructure including new airports, roads, bridges and
civic amenities which affected the way of life of almost everyone on the
islands, even in Mary Manson’s own family. While Mary and her husband
continued to live in their croft house on Yell during the oil boom, their
daughter found work in the canteen servicing the temporary construction
workers. Her earnings enabled her to build a comfortable modern house
next door to her parents’ largely unmodernized croft house, though Mary
herself continued to live in that home until her death in 1994.
In circumstances such as this, stories and story-telling may become a
form of social action, put to use in the quest for adaptation to new economic
and environmental conditions. Anthropologist Nancy Wachowich, in her
analysis of story-telling amongst the Inuit of the High Arctic, observes
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that Inuit women ‘sew lessons into their stories in much the same manner
they sewed skins together in the past. And these lessons, like skin clothing in
the past, were crucial for Inuit survival’.14 But the insights of anthropology
are not only applicable to indigenous peoples in marginal places. In
Shetland the analogous metaphor to explain the use of stories is that of
hand-knitting, the ubiquitous activity of women in the house, in public
places, in the midst of other activities, and the general means of income-
generation among the women of those islands. The story is knitted together,
conforming to a remembered pattern; the shape will remain largely constant
but the stitches – the precise words and structure of the story – will change
according to the creativity and skill of the knitter-teller and the message she
wishes to impart to her listeners.15 Story-telling is a creative art, not a
museum object or archival document. It is a performance that must con-
tinually adapt to the context of the telling and the constitution of the audi-
ence in order to maintain relevance. Close attention to the creative and
contextual elements of the story opens up a schema of interpretation that
offers an insight into how narratives can be, simultaneously, grounded in the
circumstances of everyday life and a comment on larger trends in social
behaviour.
INTERROGATING CONTEXT AND TEXT
Mary Manson was born Mary Ninian in 1897 into a crofting-fishing family
in the township of Mid Yell on the island of Yell. Upon her marriage in 1926
to seaman and crofter Robert Manson she moved to a croft at West
Sandwick where she lived the life of a typical Shetland wife: alongside
croft work she produced hand-knitted hosiery and raised a family. She
died in 1994 aged ninety-seven having spent all her life on the island,
rarely leaving Yell and only once or twice travelling as far as
Edinburgh.16 She was eighty-five years old when Robert Johnson, at the
time working for Shetland Archives, arrived to interview her about her life
and the culture and community of Yell. Most of the interview was taken up
with discussions of local families, traditional crofting practices and the old
ways of doing things in the decades spanned by Mary’s lifetime –
hand-knitting, the herring fishery, threshing, church-going and other mat-
ters. Mary’s responses to Johnson’s questions are highly informative and
detailed. Most of the interview is conducted in a conventional question-and-
answer format. This makes the story of the bottle of medicine stand apart.
Although it was prompted by the interviewer – ‘now what wis that story
aboot dee midder goin ta?’ – it comes as a surprise to the listener and the
reader because it marks a clear break from a conversational mode of speech,
common in the oral-history interview, to one which is governed by the
conventions of story-telling.
Amongst her immediate family and neighbours Mary Manson was
known as a good story-teller. Her daughter commented to me on her re-
markable memory, her predilection for writing letters and her practice of
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keeping a daily diary where she recorded in brief the work on the croft,
family occasions and occasionally momentous events such as the moon
landings and the arrival of electricity on Yell (1968). But unlike some of
the better-known male story-tellers in the islands, until Robert Johnson
arrived at her door her words were not recorded for posterity by folklorists
or academics. It is likely though that she would have been aware of the
ethnological work undertaken to collect her male contemporaries’ stories
since the 1950s; indeed, recognized Shetland story-tellers such as Bruce
Henderson and Tom Tulloch would probably have been known to her per-
sonally.17 We know that ‘the story of the bottle of medicine’ was part of
Mary’s repertoire. Other Shetland story-tellers mention Mary Manson tell-
ing ‘a story aboot her midder’.18 Mary’s daughter Netta had heard her
mother recount it, knew the bare details of the journey and the fact that
the bottle of medicine was not to touch the ground; however, she was scep-
tical about the supernatural aspects of the story.19
Story-telling in its loose sense was, and is still, a part of Shetland cultural
life. It tends to be domestic or local in theme, featuring stories about the sea
and the trows (fairies) who inhabit the hills.20 Since the 1970s, while still
practised amongst family and friends, story-telling has been treated as part
of an endangered tradition. With recording and arts funding, story-telling
has become institutionalized and textualized, taught to schoolchildren
alongside Shetland dialect and hand-knitting as part of Shetland cultural
heritage.21 ‘Traditional’ stories are also published with the aim of maintain-
ing the Shetland story-telling customs, and become part of the tourist in-
dustry.22 In these regards, Mary Manson’s stories are not akin to folktales
or legends set in the distant past, handed down from generation to gener-
ation to have a symbolic significance to a wider public.23 Rather, they con-
form to what ethnographers describe as ‘memorates’ – personal, localized
tales which happened to people in living memory, told as ‘true’ and yet often
containing supernatural elements. This element of putative authenticity is
anchored by Mary in her own history and that of her family, and in the
community on Yell. ‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ is merely one of a
number of these ‘authentic’ stories from family and local memory; it is the
longest, the richest and most accomplished of a number of narratives she
told Robert Johnson.
Three sets of questions arise from this text. The first addresses the issue of
authenticity. Is it possible (or indeed useful) to verify if the story is ‘true’ –
that such a journey took place, to such a wise woman, in the locations
mentioned? The second focus is on the significance of the narrative structure
and story-telling strategies employed. What can an analysis of the linguistic
devices tell us about the meaning Mary Manson assigns to the story? Why
was it told in this way and what messages did the narrator mean to impart?
The third set of questions deals with the fact that this is a female perform-
ance. Speaking undisturbed for so long on a single story with such a clear
purpose deserves close scrutiny when we have so few examples of female
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story-telling performances in these islands. And an overarching question
connects all three: what is the significance of gender in respect of the nar-
rator, the story and the wider context? What can this story tell us about
women’s interpretation of their own history?
THE EMPIRICAL STORY
The most straightforward way of approaching a story which, on the face of
it, is part imaginative reconstruction and part historical memory, is to check
for its veracity. The journey at the heart of the story probably took place
in the late 1870s or early 1880s given that Mary Manson’s mother Janet, one
of the female protagonists, was born in 1863. The wise woman or ‘wife’
(the common Shetland term for an adult woman), named Katrin in the
interview, is most likely Merran or Maggie Winwick (1820-95) who lived
most of her life at Muness on the island of Unst, just a few miles from
Uyeasound and who appeared in the 1851 census as a ‘spinner, cottar and
pauper’.24 Merran came from a family of female healers or wise-women. Her
mother Christian Thomason (maybe explaining Mary’s naming of the
wise-woman as Katrin though Merran also had a sister named Christian)
was described as a midwife in the 1841 census, and Merran herself appears
as a wise-woman or a wife who could ‘cure fok o troubles’ in other stories
told by Shetland story-tellers.25 According to the well-known Yell
story-teller Bruce Henderson, interviewed in 1954, ‘Sho wis a woman at
attended ladies whin it wis at deay wir haein babies an sho knew greatly
aboot medicine an da most o da people, some frae Yell gud till her’.26
Wise-women and untrained midwives or howdies were widely used at least
until the end of the nineteenth century in the absence of conventional med-
ical provision. Most parishes had a howdie woman and some were believed
to possess more wide-ranging powers to cure the sick and the enchanted.
Indeed, Maggie or Merran Winwick reputedly gained her curing powers as a
reward for aiding the pregnant wife of a stranger or pech, a mythical
gnome-like creature, who knocked on her door asking for help.27 Lacking
money to pay her the stranger offered her the choice of three talents: ‘sight
as long as you live’, ‘long life, terrible long life an helt till you die’, or
‘knowledge at passes all da bounds of moderation. What will you take?
An sho says, I’ll take knowledge’.28 It is that knowledge possessed by
women that sits at the crux of the story.
The places referred to – Uyeasound, Cullivoe, Snaravoe, Bluemull
Sound – the route taken by the girls and the detail included (the tatted rug,
the burstin broonie, the Snaravoe Williamsons) all serve to authenticate
the story. This is important, not as a means of proving to sceptical listeners
that the story should be believed, but to ground the tale in the locality which
gives it meaning to the listeners (and perhaps especially this particular listen-
er, Robert Johnson, who had already asked Mary about people and places
specific to the locality). This well-known story-telling device is what anthro-
pologist Keith Basso terms ‘conjuring up verisimilitude’; it says to the
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listener, ‘attend to what I am telling you, this story is plausible, it therefore
contains messages you should hear’. In stories such as this one authentic
detail contributes to what Basso calls ‘place-making’, a process whereby re-
membering conjures up a possible (as opposed to purely imaginative) world,
a picture of how things ‘might have been’ suggestive of a time and place that
is plausible.29
Finally, Mary’s reference to ‘castin the heart’ which prefaces the journey
part of the story and which, to the modern listener, appears to lend the
narrative a magical quality, is a well-documented cure in the Northern
Isles and wider European folklore for consumptive illnesses, or enchantment
by trows or fairies which caused the heart to waste away.30 Johnson, the
folklorist, was clearly familiar with it, giving the practice its popular name
‘Cast a da heart’ (cast of the heart) when Mary struggles to do so. The
inclusion of this episode further supports the story as authentic and specific
to this place. At the same time, though, it heightens the sense of ‘pastness’
for the late twentieth-century audience by contrasting this folk practice with
the swiftness of the modern doctor’s visit.
We may find this analysis of the ‘hard’ data in the story supports a
historical explanation: real wise-women, midwives, superstitious practices
and so on seem grounded in a real landscape. But the oral historian is
now wary of the idea that stories ‘speak for themselves’.31 Stories are
meaning-making devices, vehicles for addressing big questions about
human nature, about change and culture. The knowledge that is imparted
in such narrative acts is not a petrified knowledge, information about people
and events passed on merely as oral tradition to be stored away. Rather it is
knowledge actively deployed in a particular way for a purpose. The narrator
is telling us something she means us to hear and interpret in the moment of
the telling. Thus the content of the story can only really be made sense of in
the context of that moment. A story contains – in its structure and style, the
use of linguistic and narrative devices and so on – the power of explanation.
The empirical information cannot do this on its own.
NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
Not everyone can tell a story with the level of narrative competence
necessary in order to maintain the attention of the audience and with the
authority and skill to effectively convey a message. Mary Manson has this
competence demonstrated by her use of a set of story-telling techniques and
narrative strategies.32 ‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ has a form and
structure which we need to take seriously in order to understand the story’s
significance. The narrative conventions contained within this story not only
mark it out as something distinct from what has gone before in this inter-
view, but also frame it as a story worth listening to.
‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ has what narratologists call ‘story-
ability’. Its structure takes a familiar form, the classic formula (according
to Labov and Waletzky) of six linking stages or components.33 A narrator
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will typically summarize the events to be recounted in a preamble (abstract),
outline the context of the story (orientation), set up the specific event to be
recounted (complication), reflect on the events narrated (evaluation), tell the
outcome (resolution) and finally return to the present (coda).34 A story that
conforms in this way to recognizable narrative conventions is easily followed
by an audience able to recognize the elements that structure the story, par-
ticularly the orientation and the resolution. For instance, the words ‘Once
upon a time’ are the cue for a particular type of story, whose appropriate
resolution is ‘and they all lived happily ever after’. Within this basic frame-
work a narrator will use a variety of linguistic strategies to communicate the
meaning he or she assigns to the story, so it is important for the historian to
pay attention to these elements.
So in this case the preamble or abstract, in which Mary contrasts present-
day treatment of the sick with the circumstances of previous times, previews
the story to come, of the sick cousin. The orientation or context is sketched in
briefly with reference to the age of the girls. The heart of the story consists of
the cousin’s sickness, the journey, the encounter with the wise woman and the
magical medicine. The evaluation is a brief reflection on the medicine – ‘but
the funny thing was’ – followed by the resolution recounting the successful
cure of the sickness. The coda brings the story back to the present – ‘so that’s
the story o the, o the bottle of medicine. But look noo a days’.
Clearly this narrative has a symmetrical structure. It is based on oppos-
itions between then and now, past and present and, in terms of the journey
made by the girls, there and back. Its internal components too contain a
series of symmetries or opposites (inside and outside, looking and not look-
ing, fairy-land and reality, for instance). The symmetry of then and now
contains a commentary on the nature of island life, specifically the culture of
reciprocity and mutual obligation, a theme which pervades the story at
almost every stage. In the preamble the remark ‘we’re never thankful
enough’, in respect of the efficiency of medical care on the island, serves
to mark the relative absence of reciprocity in today’s culture, picked up later
in the story when the girls are fed and guided on their journey to and from
the wise-woman’s house.
That contrast is mirrored by a second level of symmetries or oppositions:
between outside (populated by good, obliging people) and inside (which
Merran Winwick inhabits alone); between the everyday (burstin broonies,
spring work) and the supernatural (the smell of roots, the magic potion, the
ability of the wise woman to see behind her back, the taboo against the
medicine touching the ground); between light (of the journey – ‘it could’ve
been when the nights was kinda light’) and dark (of the box bed behind the
partition, described as ‘this black, black, black prison’); between the safety
of home and the unknown of the ‘Northered’, the other place.
Mary Manson is able to deploy narrative skill in fashioning a story so
symmetrical in form that the message or significance of the story begins to
reveal itself to the listener. This point is reinforced if we focus on just one of
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the linguistic strategies she employs to draw our attention to the key mean-
ings of the story.35 Repetition is extensively deployed and seems to have two
main functions. Firstly, it is used to mark the boundaries of distinct episodes
within the narrative, as it does at the beginning of the journey section
(the significant words have been italicized): ‘so they travelled ower the hill,
I dunna think there were any roads then, travelled ower the hill’. And second,
repetition serves to draw the listener’s attention again to the central meaning
of the story – mutual obligation, hospitality and generosity – as when the
girls are accompanied by helpful strangers all the way to the woman’s house:
‘so one of this, idder the man or the wife o’ dis place cam wi’ them, they never
left them, they said they might loss their way in Unst. And they cam wi’ dem
and they never left them’. The same two functions might also be assigned to
the repetition of burstin broonie, a sign of hospitality, which is referred to at
the start of the magical section when they have arrived at the wise woman’s
house: ‘and she got them something tae eat, and I’ll tell you what she got
them tae eat was a burstin broonie, a piece of burstin broonie, I don’t know if
it was tea or what it was but onywye it was a piece of burstin broonie, so they
got eaten this’. And again repetition of burstin broonie marks the place in
the story as they are about to leave.
Another way of using analysis of narrative structure is to consider the
shape of the narrative as a whole. There is certainly something about this
story that evokes the fairy-tale, a recognizable story model. The fairy-tale in
its purest sense is an archetype, a ‘closed system compounding one essential
psychological meaning, expressed in a series of symbolic pictures and events,
and is discoverable in these’.36 Despite the fact that this story is apparently
‘true’ in that something resembling what is told occurred, there are sufficient
reminders of the fairy-tale genre here to consider the story as closely related.
Although Mary Manson does not begin with ‘once upon a time’, the de-
scription of the cast o’ the heart immediately transports the listener to an-
other place and time. For her and the girls in the story this is represented by
the Northered, the unknown place north of Yell to which they had to travel
alone. Once there, we and they (left alone by their guides) enter the central
magical heart of the story, signalled by the presence of the ‘wife’, the fire in
the middle of the floor, the feather bed and the girls’ imprisonment or cap-
tivity in the boxed bed. The girls are the agents of the listeners’ absorption in
this lost world. The magical section only ends when the girls leave the house
with the medicine with the wife’s words ringing in their ears: ‘for if that
bottle touches the ground you might as weel never a come.’ Touching the
ground (and looking) are common taboos found in folklore literature
around the world and signal that Mary is drawing on a recognizable
story-telling genre.37
The narrative and linguistic structures employed by Mary Manson are
not accidental or restricted to this story-telling. Indeed, many of the hall-
marks of her narrative style are on display in a shorter story, what I will call
‘the story of the men and the snow’, told during the same interview. This
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tells of the eviction of two elderly men whose house was set ablaze by the
tenant of the local manor house, forcing them to leap from the top storey
into the snow heaped below. The rest is narrated by Mary as follows:
Dey jimpit . . . oot ida fan [drift] o snow an all at dey hed wis just a red
handkerchief dat wis all da possessions at dey wir able ta tak – kyerryin
wi dem. An where dey gied [went] wis ta da Craws Nest, whaever was
there I don’t know, bit dey gied tae the Craws Nest an they stayed the
night there. An of course my grandmidder said, dat morning, dey never
kent da house wis been brunt doon, bit sho stayed ida Gairdies, Betsy
seemingly, an da next morning away, whin sho raise awful early an da
snow wis still going, dey saw dis two old men goin across da Rail, passing
by where da garages is noo, goin on for da nordert [the north], didna ken
wha dis could be, dis old men just creepin along wi a stick an kyerrying
dis peerie [small] bundle i dir hand, an dis wis dem goin ta da, whaur did
dey go till, dey wir makkin for Dalsetter, da only freends at dey hed wis in
Dalsetter. An dan dey heard dat da laird wis burned doon dir hoose an is
wis whit dey wir hed to do, dey wir jimpit oot ida fan (drift) o snow. An
dat wis whin da curse on da manor house here began. Dey prayed at dey
might never a rightful heir ever come ta da property as long as da house
wis on da steid. An hit’s been da truth, dir never a rightful heir ever come
ta da place. So it seems at da curse at dis old men pat on da place, it still
exists, it’s a funny thing. Dats a true story, because my grandmidder saw
da two old men an was able to tell da story.38
At the core of this story is an apparent empirical truth: the eviction of the
two men, just like the sickness of the cousin and the journey to seek a cure.
Thereafter we have the narration of events embellished with authentic detail
(the snow, the red handkerchief, references to real places in the landscape),
repetition to demarcate the episode boundaries (repetition of ‘Craws Nest’
and ‘rightful heir’) and to drive home the point of the story – in this case the
unfairness of a system that permitted a stranger who took possession of
the manor house to destroy the home of two elderly men – and finally the
element of superstition in the shape of the curse.39 Again, attention to the use
of such devices brings into focus key messages contained in the story which
the narrator is striving to communicate. And as with ‘the story of the bottle of
medicine’, Mary is telling a story passed down to her through the female line
of her family; the veracity of the story is authenticated by her grandmother’s
presence on the occasion of the eviction; the authority of the telling resides in
her narrative skill and in her direct relationship to the story’s characters. It is
significant that Shetland women are used as authenticators of the truth.
FEMALE AUTHORITY
The telling of a tale is first and foremost a performance, an exhibition of
communicative competence performed for an audience which goes beyond
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what is normally expected of everyday speech.40 Even if that audience con-
sists only of the interviewer, the narrator is aware that he or she is commu-
nicating experience in a heightened encounter which requires a stylized mode
distinct from everyday conversation. Paying attention to the performance of
a story – the telling as much as what is said – is another means of accessing
the meaning (or significance) of that story.
In the course of the interviews with Robert Johnson (though we should
remember the gathering of others in attendance, some of whom may well
have heard the story on previous occasions) Mary Manson moves easily
between a style of speech that serves to answer the questions put to her –
albeit often at length – and a story-telling style. Once embarked on a story
Mary Manson adopts a speech rhythm and assertion of narrative compe-
tence which discourages interventions. Her continuous and authoritative
technique is indicated in the transcript by the absence of paragraph
breaks. Frequent use of connective words like ‘and’, ‘so’ and ‘but’ maintains
the forward motion of the narrative. Throughout she asserts authorial con-
trol over the telling; this is a story only she can tell in a particular way. Her
use of references to the veracity of what she is telling – ‘So dat wis likely laek
da North Yell folk still, dey never believed in onybody gyaun aroond
hungry’ – and reported speech – ‘Yea, yea, sho says, come you in sho
says, for I tink at I’ll be able ta gie her something at’ll shun git her on her
feet again’ – are both strategies commonly used by story-tellers to establish
the authenticity of what they are saying and signal to the listener that this is
a tale worth hearing. When the interviewer Johnson tries to engage with
Mary in the middle of the story she continues with no pause or acknow-
ledgment of the interruption (‘Weel, it widda been do sees da Williamsons
fae . . . ’, ‘And so they cam . . . ’). And when he interjects at the end, ‘and she
married and had a big family’, apparently in an attempt to bring the con-
versation back to his agenda which was establishing genealogical informa-
tion, Mary reinforces what he says and adds information which reasserts her
control over the narrative. She then tells the listeners explicitly that the story
has ended – ‘so that’s the story o the, o the bottle o medicine’ – and in the
process gives the story her title which differs from ‘dat story about dee
midder’ used by Johnson. This is the ultimate establishment of authority
on the part of the narrator.
The idea of the old wives’ tale as a piece of nonsense, a fanciful story, a
superstitious tale told by the ‘old wife’ to amuse and entertain, has been
re-evaluated by scholars of story-telling who have recognized these tales as
containing folk wisdom, lessons for life which have purchase precisely be-
cause they are transmitted and authenticated by wise old women.41 Like
many fairy-tales this story imparts messages about how to behave; it sets
boundaries, it establishes models of behaviour, it shapes notions of social
and gender roles; it contains lessons for everyday life.42 ‘The story of the
bottle of medicine’, in this model, is about what happens when two young
girls leave the safety and normality of their home and venture out into the
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unknown. In the space between the girls’ leaving home and returning we
enter an imaginary world populated by good people and potentially bad
people; the teller creates a world which offers a commentary upon the nature
of island culture, its culture of community and mutual obligation, expressed
in the help and hospitality the girls receive. The story thus has a normative
function, reinforcing the ties that bind people to one another.
By placing women at the centre of the narrative in roles of agency, Mary
is emphasizing women’s place in the story of Shetland’s past. To paraphrase
Angela Carter, she is validating her claim to a fair share of the future by
staking her claim to a share of the past.43 In the nineteenth century, visitors
to Shetland regarded local women as downtrodden victims of the harsh
environment, or as tragic heroines in a tableau of economic hardship with
the men away at the fishing. Mary Manson presents a contrasting local
vision in which women are agents of their own fate, keepers of knowledge
and transmitters of stories that reinforce a version of Shetland history with
women at its core.44 Passivity was not an option for women in economically
marginal societies; they needed cleverness and resourcefulness to survive.
Angela Carter suggests that the fairy-tale offered an opportunity for
women to exercise their wit in societies: to solve riddles, to embark on
epic journeys, to escape the clutch of monsters. This applies neatly to
Shetland where, as we have noted, women’s demographic dominance,
coupled with limited economic opportunities, meant that survival was de-
pendent upon reciprocity, mutual aid, female solidarity, female independ-
ence from men and women’s possession of the skills of survival, aptly
demonstrated in this story by the two girls and the wise woman Winwick
whose knowledge of cures was not only her means of survival but a source of
power. ‘She got da power ta heal’, observed Maggie McLeod, a Yell resi-
dent, in 1982, ‘an she wid allow naebody ta ken (know), an she hed da power
at shu kent if dey wir tryin ta fin oot.’45
In this society women’s interests and everyday experiences stood apart
from men’s in many aspects of their lives. Compared with the rest of
Scotland, a higher proportion of Shetland women never married (fifty-three
per cent of Shetland women aged over fifteen were spinsters in 1881;
forty-three per cent in Scotland as a whole); Shetland had a high percentage
of female-headed households (twenty-four per cent in 1851 of whom half
were widows), and all-female households were also commonplace.46 In the
absence of men women forged an economic autonomy around croft work
and hand-knitting and, to a lesser extent, herring-gutting, which required
co-operation with other women. But that had all changed by the late twen-
tieth century when Mary Manson was telling this story. The decline of
crofting and hosiery production, the rise of a wage-earning economy and
the transformative effects of the oil industry and its spin-offs all reduced the
need for mutuality amongst women and to an extent created social divisions
between them, notably separating incomers from Shetlanders.47 Mary’s
story illustrates women’s independence and resourcefulness, thus making a
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comment not only on women’s place in that society but also on women’s
perception of their own place in the past and the present.
It is significant that the narrator is female, especially in the context
of Shetland where women have not been readily identified as bearers of
Shetland tradition, either by Shetlanders themselves or by collectors of
oral tradition. They are much more prominent as oral-history interviewees,
however, and women, including wise women, are frequently the central
characters in the stories told by men.48 Mary Manson might indeed be
described as a ‘memorial guardian’. In medieval Europe, studies of
women and oral culture have suggested, women played a role in cultural
reproduction as keepers of social memory.49 Medieval women contributed
to the construction of written texts through their oral memory and used oral
bequests to ‘perpetuate their private lives . . . to their daughters and grand-
daughters’.50 ‘Narrative labour’, it is said, is done by women: story-telling is
a way to maintain family bonds by transmitting stories across and between
the generations.51 Mary Manson is passing on a story she learned from her
mother which is a narrative of cultural survival, containing elements of a
culture which are deemed important enough to transmit to future gener-
ations: community support, female independence, female knowledge, reli-
ance on others and so on. ‘The story of the bottle of medicine’ may be
regarded as a particular commentary upon cultural change as experienced
and perceived by a woman in her eighties who has seen her island altered by
the forces of modernity, but who retains a powerful sense of female
authority.
CONCLUSION
This story can be used as an entry to a world which rarely appears in the
printed records. Women’s words and memories, it has been argued ‘give less,
or different, space to ‘‘public’’ history than men’s do’.52 While male
story-tellers in Shetland have been identified as a repository of tradition
and authoritative knowledge, Mary Manson takes us to a female culture
of different kinds of knowledge and power: knowledge of women’s bodies,
illnesses and cures and a lost culture of mutuality and reciprocity. The story
she tells is Mary Manson’s story as much as her mother’s story (and even
Merran Winwick’s story) but it is something more too: a validation of her
own and women’s place in the Shetland story, a place that is central and
authoritative.
Ultimately ‘the story of the bottle of medicine’ is a narrative about
change and how to interpret that change. It is told at a time of economic
and social transformation, and it contains messages about how those
changes have affected social relations in the islands. A story so firmly
grounded in local knowledge, in the recognition of place and local tradition
helps the listener to make sense of the meanings the narrator is imparting.
Julie Cruikshank writes that we have a moral responsibility both to respect
the ability of people to tell their own stories and to write ‘culturally
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grounded histories that can help us learn from the past’.53 Discovering this
story, listening to the recording and reading the transcript affirmed my
understanding of women’s lives in Shetland and fundamentally altered
my analysis of Shetland women’s history. Sometimes, to be confronted by
profound difference prompts a re-evaluation of one’s point of view. A living
memory document such as this offers the historian a knowledge of the past
that respects indigenous interpretations of how that past was experienced
and understood. Mary Manson helped me to appreciate that the past in
Shetland was still present and retrievable through the memory practices –
oral-history narratives, stories, folktales, conversations – of present-day is-
landers. In telling her story about her mother embedded in a female world,
she reified for her audience a vision of Shetland pivoted around women’s
knowledge and autonomy.
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